
SECOND GRADE ELA KNOWLEDGE-BASED UNITS

Theme Unit #10: Economics Suggested Duration 3-4 weeks

GSE Standards

Priority Standards

ELAGSE2RL3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges.

ELAGSE2RL5 Describe the overall structure of a story including describing how the beginning introduces the story, the middle provides major events and challenges, and the ending
concludes the action.

ELAGSE2RL6 Acknowledge differences in the points of view of characters, including by speaking in a different voice for each character when reading dialogue aloud.

ELAGSE2W1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion, use linking words (e.g.,
because, and, also) to connect opinion and reasons, and provide a concluding statement or section.
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Essential Questions

Factual—

What are goods?

What are services?

What are producers?

What are consumers?

Inferential—

How can one person be both a product and consumer?

How do people decide what to and not to spend money on?

Critical Thinking-

Is it better for a business owner to provide goods or
services?

Tier I Words (conversational) Tier II Words (transdisciplinary) Tier III Words (content-specific)

give, want, need, share, choose goods, services, allocate, price, authority, trade,
barter

first-come first-served, majority rule, lottery

Science of Reading Strategies

Berger Framework for Comprehension: Template

Berger Framework with Instructional Notes

Phonics Strategy

Adapt the Three in One strategy from Florida Center for Reading
Research to use money as a starting point to create real and
nonsense. Create 5 stacks as follows:
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Vocabulary Strategy

Use Semantic Mapping to build understanding of how
different economic systems relate to one another.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vcrKR719laEh0VKevGyLkEMFbBQn_yzcFcbPPgIq3Jc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16pbm6daCM7lGluAoRngQpfffu0lk-u1ffPOQSFhGigk/edit?usp=sharing
http://fcrr.fsu.acsitefactory.com/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/PDFs/student_center_activities/k1_phonics/k1_encoding_and_decoding/k1_p037_three_in_one.pdf
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/kindergarten-and-first-grade#sca8
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/kindergarten-and-first-grade#sca8
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/connecting-word-meanings-through-semantic-mapping


Assessments

Formative Assessment(s):

Description: Comparing Texts

1. Pool and rotate classroom copies of Alexander Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday and Chicken Sunday so that each class has multiple copies for this assessment.
2. Provide small groups with a copy of each of each book and a Comparing and Contrasting Literature Texts graphic organizer.

Standards:
ELAGSE2RL3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges.
ELAGSE2RL5 Describe the overall structure of a story including describing how the beginning introduces the story, the middle provides major events and challenges, and the ending
concludes the action.

Summative Assessment(s):

Description: ReadWorks “I Want to Buy a Computer Game”

1. Provide students with a copy of the passage and scaffold decoding of words with unintroduced letter-sound spelling patterns as needed in small groups.

Standards:
ELAGSE2RL3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges.
ELAGSE2RL5 Describe the overall structure of a story including describing how the beginning introduces the story, the middle provides major events and challenges, and the ending
concludes the action.
ELAGSE2RL6 Acknowledge differences in the points of view of characters, including by speaking in a different voice for each character when reading dialogue aloud.

Writing Task and Rubric:

Description: Getting What You Want

1. Share the prompt with students: Imagine that your teacher decides to pay each student $1 every day that they put forward their best effort at school. Which of the following
approaches to saving and spending would you follow? What are the benefits and risks of your choice?

a. Spend your own dollar every afternoon when you get home.
b. Convince a small group of friends to spend your dollars together every afternoon when you get home.
c. Save your own dollars for a period of time (a week or a month or all year) then spend it all at once.
d. Convince the whole class to save their dollars for a period of time (a week or a month or all year) then spend it together all at once.

2. Provide students with an Opinion Writing Checklist to guide their work and score final products using the Opinion Writing Rubric.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Nb2bDC9IiNXaSk_8JzpDPcPNY5It0JFVKfXuPg7TdvA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OKw_3xcY_zYIZay_wdOuy2szbTen0tVW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FuiAtbZKk9F01nRktdzfSru4FrO29IQC/view?usp=sharing


Standards:
ELAGSE2W1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion, use linking words (e.g.,
because, and, also) to connect opinion and reasons, and provide a concluding statement or section.

Objective or Content Learning Experiences Differentiation Consideration

Building Background Knowledge Through
The Berger Framework

Berger Framework: Earl and Starla Want All the Fishy Treats

Standards Based Text Activities - tasks should
require metacognitive strategies.  Process of
thinking and building knowledge is visible in
learning.

Use Alexander Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday to introduce Story Mountain as a more
detailed version of a Story Map. Track the multiple episodes of Alexander’s frustration
leading to a final resolution.

Performance Task - students should use both
written and verbal expression to complete
the task.

Ask students to write and draw about a time they had to make a choice on how to

allocate a resource. Students can form small groups based on setting (school, home,

store, etc) to share their experiences.

Recommended High Quality Complex Text By Lexile Band

Earl and Starla Want All the Fishy Treats (District provided with previous transdisciplinary unit)
Who’s Buying, Who’s Selling (District provided)
What Do We Buy? A Look at Goods and Services (District provided)
Do I Need It? Or Do I Want It? Making Budget Choices (District provided)
Where Do We Keep Money? How Banks Work (District provided)
Chicken Sunday
The Bag I’m Taking to Grandma's
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h46EF9RqI0_JhqfauyRpfddINWHCQLV3GnYwHdLiQP8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mgZJQMfF_O8Tn4GaF4_f98zxABcoClQJ/view?usp=sharing

